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Ancient Greek Amphitheater in
Italy Gets 21st Century Update

Jugl Veranstaltungstechnik Provides
Speaker System for Volkswagen Event

Arkaservice provided K-array components.

TINDARI, Italy — While some installations are pretty straightforward, others can be
very complex, requiring detailed designs and
a suitable audio system.
This was the case for a late August performance of Il nostro tango per Borges at the
ancient Greek theatre of Tindari, an almost entirely preserved amphitheater in the Messina
district on the island of Sicily, Italy.
The production, pairing Italian actor Giorgio Albertazzi and actress and singer Mariangela D’Abbraccio, is a theatrical piece with
music composed by Astor Piazzolla and lyrics
by Luis Borges.
Organizers needed an audio system that
could accommodate the recital, yet optimize
the original architecture of the open-air arena,
which was designed to amplify the acoustics.
They opted for a K-array system supplied by

rental company Arkaservice for the sound
quality and compact size of the speaker components.
Salvatore Barone, audio engineer at Arkaservice, used a left-right setup to provide
coverage while keeping echoes and reverberation in check. He opted for K-array’s KR200S
elements and two KMT18 18-inch subwoofers,
each with a pair of Kobra line array elements.
Along with their discreet, compact form factor, this setup helped enhance the listening
experience in every seat of the amphitheater.
Both the director and the musicians were
positively impressed by the small and slim dimension of the product compared to an outstanding result in terms of SPL. Additionally,
the short time required for the setup providing a considerably reduced amount of time to
install.

The setup included Kling & Freitag gear.

ZWICKAU, Germany — Volkswagen Sachsen GmbH marked its 25th anniversary
with a family day celebration for close to 60,000 guests highlighted by a Laith Al-Deen
performance and evening fireworks.
The main stage was set up by soundco Jugl Veranstaltungstechnik with systems from
Kling & Freitag. To fill a space the size of medium-large festival area, the crew provided 56
K&F Sequenza 10 N/W units in four flown rows.
Based on the calculations of systems engineer Dirk Stirnimann, Jugl Veranstaltungstechnik managing director Christian Hempe added 18 K&F Nomos XLC and 18 K&F c 10 B
subs. Three stacks with three Sequenza 5 each provided front fill.
“Due to the height of the stage structure, we decided to limit the system coverage to a
70x80-meter area,” said Stirnimann.
“I was very pleased to have Stirnimann on the project,” said Hempe. “His decisions
proved to be spot-on and everyone was impressed by the handling and sound of K&F
Sequenza.”
The celebration was the high point of the anniversary year of Volkswagen Sachsen
and — despite the mixed weather — a success, providing a memorable experience for
the 60,000 attendees.

EQ Events Supports Crosby, Stills
& Nash In Dublin

EQ Events supplied Outline GTO C-12 and Butterfly components.

DUBLIN, Ireland — Dublin’s Bord Gáis
Energy Theatre hosted the legendary Crosby,
Stills & Nash as part of their 2015 European
tour. Accompanied by a backing band, the trio
performed songs from their extensive catalog,
as well as new material from each member.
More than 40 years since they started out
in Los Angeles, the band continues a creative
partnership that is one of the most influential and enduring in music. They are noted for
their intricate vocal harmonies, often-tumultuous interpersonal relationships, political
activism and lasting influence on American
music and culture.
For the 2,000+ capacity theater, Dublin-based EQ Events deployed a system comprising nine Outline GTO C-12, three Outline
Butterfly modules (as downfills) and just
three Outline DBS 18-2 subwoofers per side.
FOH engineer Kevin Madigan said, “I was
very pleased with the Outline GTO and working with EQ Events in Dublin again. Vocal
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reproduction is very telling in any sound system and it’s extremely important with CSN.
The GTO C-12 continues with the consistent
clarity and depth of its larger 15-inch counterpart we had previously used in a larger
scale outdoor scenario.”
Rich Soper, Outline’s Brand Manager for
U.K. distributor CUK added, “There probably
isn’t a better test of vocal intelligibility for a
P.A. system than Crosby Stills and Nash. Not
only are the vocal parts very intricate and
beautifully sung, but their fans know exactly
what they should sound like. Outline’s C-12
proved its worth again by delivering that
unique vocal sound seamlessly throughout
the venue.”
He concluded, “Although not by any
means a sub-heavy act, the fact that only
six DBS 18-2 subwoofers provided ample
low-end reinforcement for a 2,000+ capacity
room underlines again the space and power
efficiency of this system.”

